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Jet Grout

MAINMARK JET GROUT SYSTEM
Overview
Jet grouting is a construction process using a high kinetic energy jet of fluid to break up and loosen the ground,
and mix it with a cement slurry. This hydrodynamic mix-in-place technique produces a soil cement material,
commonly referred to as “jet-crete”. With respect to the extent and depth of the required Jet grouting, it is possible
for Mainmark to create a jet-grout stabilized column of soil of up to 60 m long x 7 m diameter, given the right soil
parameters and access. Grout diameters and grout strength can be accurately designed and installed to adequately
accommodate both the static building loads and seismic loads.
(a) Jet grouting makes use of three physical processes, singly or in combination:
the very high speed air jet loosens the soil
the cement slurry adds a binder to the soil mix
the jetted fluid washes some of the soil to the surface
(b) The sequence of work is usually as follows:
A small (200mm diameter) penetration is drilled / cored through the relevant structural elements(s), allowing
the soil to be drilled to the required depth, whilst inserting the combined drill / jet string.
A high pressure fluid is pumped down the string and exits as a focused jet through one or more small nozzles
at the foot the drill string.
The drill string is slowly raised and rotated to form a column of soil / cement.
The jet cuts into the soil creating a soil / fluid composite material of soil / cement.
During jetting, material in excess of the soil cement mix must rise freely to the injection collar (to prevent the
excess material fracturing and disturbing the surrounding ground). Jet-crete grout injection and extraction
rates (usually measured in ltrs/minute) of grout and slurry are kept in perfect balance, ensuring that positive /
negative pressure spikes within the jet-crete column, under formation will not arise.
Excess grout slurry is pumped to a containment reservoir located on site, as it emerges with negligible grout
loss at the injection/extraction point.
The result (diameter, composition and strength of the columns) is dependent on drill string rotation and raising
speeds, jet pressure and flow, grout mix; soil type, grain size distribution, composition and compactness; and
jet configuration.
(c) Mainmark’s jet grouting equipment is specifically designed for working in locations with limited headroom
restrictions, with jet-crete drill / grouting plant assemblies weighting as little as 100kg’s .
(d) The main grouting batching and recovery plant is able to be located remotely, having a footprint of as little as
150m2 (per grout rig setup, grout reservoirs excluded). Reticulation of grout to and from the drill / grout injection
heads is via relatively small diameter flexible pipework.
(e) The jet-crete drill / grouting plant assemblies are relatively compact, quiet and highly mobile, having the power
packs located remotely if required, and are ideal for working within limited access and cramped structures,
having head room clearances of as little as 2.1 meters.
(f)

All excess slurry when dried can be excavated by normal soil excavating and transportation plant for disposal,
with no fluid remaining to be handled.

MAINMARK JET GROUT SYSTEM

Above - Schematic illustrating the grouting sequence

Control of Artesian Water
and High Water Table Issues
For the control of artesian and high water table
issues, a proprietary drill/jetting string adaptor
manages the artisian water issues, illustrated within
the image to the right.
This adaptoris bolted in place on the surface of
the floor slab immediatly following the coring of
the drill/jetting penetration. Any small volumes of
ground water disgorged during the establishing of
the adaptor head is contained with sandbags and
removed via a small pump. Once the adaptor piece
is in place, it allows the water head to be balanced
via a offtake valve and riser pipe, which feeds a
small resovoir. The resovoir is elevated to a height
sufficient to resist the head pressure. The drill/jetting
string is then established on top of the adaptor and
inserted through a valve. All excess drilling and
grouting fluids are removed via a second out take
valve and pipe.

Right - Photograph illustrating an
adaptor piece configuration.
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JET GROUT EQUIPMENT

All Jet Grout equipment is supplied and operated by Mainmark’s personal.
The Jet Grout batching plant occupies an area of approximately 150m2, and would be located remotely from the
work zone (noise output of approximately 80 db).

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

The compact nature of the “all in one” Jet Grout units (shown above), comprising: drill/jet head, power pack and
controls, are light weight, being in the region between 100–4500kg’s and can be managed in and out of limited
headroom environments.

JET GROUT EQUIPMENT

Above - The high pressure pumps are self contained and compact and easily maneuvered around the site.

Above - Soil excavation exposing the tops of “jet-crete” columns, the columns depicted are 3.5 and
7.0 meter diameter.
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JET GROUT FAQS
Q. What is the Jet Grout system?
Jet grouting uses a high kinetic energy jet of fluid to break up and loosen the ground, and mix it with thin cement slurry.
This hydrodynamic mix-in-place technique produces a soil-cement material, commonly referred to as a jet grout column.
Jet grouting makes use of three physical processes, singly or in combination: the very high speed jet loosens the
soil; the jetting fluid washes some of the soil to the surface; the slurry adds a binder to the soil mix.

Q. What are some of the 'benefits' of Jet Grout?
Large area ground improvement through a small penetration (200mm)
No mess - All ejector is piped cleanly to the waste bins for collection
Ejector is reusable and recyclable
Lightweight, small mobile machines
Recognised system worldwide
Consent-able
Batch plant can be remote of up to 100 mtrs away
Certifiable ground improvement

Q. How fast is the initial Jet Grout set?
Without the use of rapid hardeners, the approximate initial set time for the injected grout is 6hrs.

Q. What is the set strength of Jet Grout?
This is specifically designed per project, but is largely governed by the soil type. Generally speaking:
1 mpa for Clay
2 mpa for Sand / Silt
3 mpa for Sand

Q. How is the Jet Grout equipment set up?
All of the equipment is individual componentry and can be placed in locations as the site determines.
Can be setup, up to 100 mtrs away from the worksite.

Q. What diameter of hole in the slab/footing, is required for the
injection tool?
200mm diameter penetration.
The Jet tool is only 90mm, however this is also the passage for the Jet Ejector.

Q. How is the diameter achieved and monitored?
An air tube shrouds the jet injected grout and is used both as a cutting tool as wells as forming the path of least
resistance for the grout to travel to the diameter.
A thermo couple is installed down to depth at the radial point, to establish that the Jet has reached is
desired radius.

PROJECT PROFILE

ART GALLERY RE-SUPPORTED AND RE-LEVELLED

SUMMARY

TECHNOLOGY APPLIED

The world-class, modern Christchurch Art Gallery was
badly shaken by the earthquakes that hit New Zealand’s
South Island in 2010 and 2011.

The 2 stage plan was to strengthen the foundation
ground by Jet Grouting and then to re-level the
structure by JOG, integrated computer grouting.

The foundation ground suffered severe liquefaction, as
a consequence the 33,000 tonne building lost baring
capacity. The art gallery’s footings settled differentially
across the 6,500 square metre footprint of the building.
Subsidence was as great as 182mm in some places.

Neither of these technologies had been used in New
Zealand prior to Mainmark introducing them in response
to the 2010-11 earthquake remediation.

Using two new, leading edge technologies, Mainmark
Ground Engineering re-supported the building and then
completely re-levelled the structure.
Although the gallery was closed to the public since
the quakes, it was occupied by the gallery staff and
artworks, during the whole project.

This massive project required some preliminary tasks:
One was to measure just where the foundation ground
required strengthening and by precisely how much.
The Mainmark team, working with the Council’s
engineers and Aurecon engineers, employed the
Trimble billion-point plotting system. Comprehensive
3D computer models of the building were produced,
showing every part of the structure and its position
laterally and vertically.

OBJECTIVES
Firstly to strengthen the entire foundation ground so
that re-levelling could be carried out on the firmest
of foundations.
Secondly to precisely re-level the whole occupied building.
Thirdly to ensure that all building services and ground
anchor systems were maintained.
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EARTHQUAKE REMEDIATION
CATEGORY........................................COMMERCIAL
FOCUS..................................................... BUILDING
LOCATION......... CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND
DURATION / YEAR......................... 180 DAYS, 2013
TECHNOLOGY..............................JET GROUT/JOG

The 3D models indicated the areas of settlement and
provided benchmark data for monitoring progress.
The Mainmark team also set up an automated robotic
wireless survey system to monitor levels, that enabled
access to data from many points across the entire
building, in real time.
Other preliminaries were de-watering and water-proofing,
disconnection of 72 deep ground anchors and modification of
building services.
1. Jet Grouting

Installation of 124 jet grout columns under the critical load
points of the building to strengthen the foundation ground
for better support of the entire structure. These columns
are sometimes referred to as “Jetcrete”, being a mix of
in-situ soil and cementitious grout.

Above - Example of the continuous scanning of levels.
The colours change constantly showing the progress of
levelling in each area.

The Jetcrete columns were made to 3 and 4 metre Ø and
to a depth of 6.5 metres. These columns were created
through penetrations of just 200mm.
Effectively a solid, deep-soil reaction matrix was created.
There was minimal mess, as the excess slurry and water
coming up from the ground was continuously evacuated
via large hoses to transportation waste tanks outside.
2. JOG integrated computer grouting

Then the JOG method was used to re-level the settlement.
For this, 350 ports were installed, via 40mm penetrations,
for injection of cementitious grout immediately beneath
the huge concrete footings.
The JOG work took 44 days to complete.

OUTCOME
The foundation ground of the structure was strengthened
and the design levels were restored to +/- 10 mm in every
location across the entire 6,500 m2.
A value-added consequence of the re-levelling works is
that they will provide the building with improved behaviour
under seismic loads by creating a stabilised crust down
to 6.5 m below the footings, reducing the amount of the
predicted settlement induced by soil liquefaction.
The Christchurch City Council and Art Gallery personnel
were well pleased, as the rest of the restoration (structural
and decorative) could proceed on a firm and level footing.

Above - Our technicians operating jet grout injection
machine. Note the low head-room.
Left - The
automated Trimble
survey system
monitors over
300 locations and
wirelessly transmits
messages back
to the control
computer
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APARTMENT BUILDING SUBSIDENCE REMEDIATED

SUMMARY
A shallow, weak soil stratum under a heavy-weight
concrete six storey apartment block in Christchurch had
caused the building to suffer differential settlement of up
to 70mm after the recent earthquakes.
It was rectified by Mainmark Ground Engineering using
jet grouting to strengthen the soil strata and by using
JOG Integrated computer grouting to raise the building
back precisely to its design levels.

OBJECTIVE
Firstly to strengthen the soil strata and secondly to
correct the settlement and precisely re-level the
whole building.

SOLUTION
1. Jet Grouting Method

For improving ground support. Installation of 22 jet grout
columns under the critical load points of the building to
support and transfer loads down to the gravels. (These
columns are sometimes called “Jetcrete”, being a mix
of cementitious grout and in-situ soil).
2. JOG for Levelling.

The Integrated Computer Grout system of levelling was
used to correct the differential settlement of
the structure.
Injection ports were installed through the concrete
foundations, down to the top of the jet grout columns,
where the grout was introduced.
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Clockwise from top left - 1. Mainmark technicians and
engineers inspect the site. 2. Jet grout injection from
very confined spaces. 3. A larger machine jet grouting
from a more spacious area. 4. Cement batching plant:
high speed mixing equipment in front and cement
silo behind.

RESULT
It took 10 working days to set up, install the 22 columns
and then remove the jet grouting equipment.
A further 10 working days were required to install the
JOG computer-controlled grouting equipment, level the
building back to the agreed lift requirement and then
remove the equipment.
The building was brought back exactly as required, with
the foundation ground greatly strengthened to better
protect the structure from future seismic activity.

EARTHQUAKE REMEDIATION
CATEGORY........................................COMMERCIAL
FOCUS..................................................... BUILDING
LOCATION......... CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND
DURATION / YEAR........................... 20 DAYS, 2013
TECHNOLOGY........................................ JET & JOG

PROJECT PROFILE

SCHOOL BUILDING FOUNDATIONS STRENGTHENED
1

SUMMARY

2

3

This 2 storey structure of mostly tilt slab construction had
suffered minor earthquake liquefaction and subsidence.
Jet grouting was used to strengthen the foundation
ground to provide a stronger and more stable base for
subsequent void filling and improvements to the footings.
This way the school building was provided with much
greater resilience to future possible earthquakes.

OBJECTIVE
To greatly strengthen the entire foundation of the building
to provide the building with a deep-soil reaction block
and to minimise the effects of future liquefaction that
might cause subsidence and / or damage the structure.

SOLUTION
Mainmark Jet Grouting

Across the building footprint of 40x12m we installed 22
jet grout columns, all 2.4m in diameter.
The columns were varied in height from 2.5 to 3.8m.
These columns are a mix of cementitious grout and
in-situ soil.

Clockwise from top left - 1.The Christchurch school
building was constructed in 1997. 2. Mainmark
technicians and engineers carried out jet grout injection.
3. The site was kept clean, as the liquid waste materials
being pumped directly from the drill stems to outside
holding tanks.

They were finished 0.7m below ground level for
subsequent connection to the existing footings of
the building.
The total Mainmark project took 21 days.

RESULT
The school’s engineers judged that the jet grouting had
“significantly reduced the chance of liquefaction or
settlement of this building in future earthquakes.

EARTHQUAKE REMEDIATION
CATEGORY.................................................SCHOOL
FOCUS..................................................... BUILDING
LOCATION......... CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND
DURATION / YEAR........................... 21 DAYS, 2013
TECHNOLOGY....................................................JET

PROJECT PROFILE

OIL RESERVE TANKS EARTHQUAKE REINFORCEMENT

PROBLEM
Potential circular slips in the event of earthquake.

SOLUTION
Jetcrete was used to reinforce the foundation soil of oil
reserve tanks to prevent potential circular slips in the
basement in the event of earthquake.
A circle of contiguous soilcrete surrounding the tank
was installed through utility piping from a light-duty
scaffold using the medium-sized jet grouting machine.

RESULT
The foundation soil was strengthened. The use of
medium-sized modular equipment facilitated access to
work in the confined space around the pipes and close
to the tanks.
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Contact us and we can
have you back to level
in no time.

No single method always provides the solution
to every project, so over the years we have
made it a priority to widen our knowledge and
skills. Today we are even more experienced,
with a variety of ground engineering
technologies in addition to the Uretek methods.
To better reflect the services we provide, we
recently moved from trading as Uretek Ground
Engineering, to reflect the name of our wider
Mainmark group of companies.

We are now Mainmark Ground Engineering.
The Mainmark Group has delivered results to
twelve thousand plus projects internationally,
including in New Zealand, Australia, Japan
and Thailand.
We have operated in New Zealand since
2001 and here we have successfully re-leveled
over 1000 local projects, both residential and
non-residential, including the Christchurch
Art Gallery.
We have offices in Christchurch and
Auckland, as well as throughout Australia,
Japan and Thailand.
Our entire Christchurch team – over 70
dedicated and skilled professionals - is
committed to bringing buildings back to level,
safely, accurately and economically.

Mainmark
Ground Engineering
Christchurch
PH +64 3 373 6214
FAX +64 3 987 3834
mge.chch@mainmark.com
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We have been trusted with getting homes
and buildings back to level for over 26 years,
employing world-leading technologies.
In particular, with Uretek we have led the world
in developing the most advanced and accurate
system of geo-polymeric injection techniques
for ground engineering. We continue to be a
part of industry developments and evolving
techniques.

